The following draft language (written by Brian R. Wright) is for passage by the State of Michigan as soon as
possible (and should serve as a good model for similar measures in other places where needed):
The Resume Ordinary Business Immediately (ROBI) Act of Michigan
Definitions: For purposes of this Act, "ordinary business" includes all voluntary economic and political
activities of consenting individuals in any number whether in the course of private business operations or
public institution functions.
Whereas the spread of "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the virus that causes
COVID-19 (CV19)" has become a public health concern in the State of Michigan,
Whereas CV19 "is unlikely to harm healthy people" [a] and is unlikely to be nearly so damaging or fatal as
other diseases and infections for which no mass quarantines are contemplated or were ever applied:





the annual flu epidemic (US annual hospitalizations 200,000; deaths: 26,000)
the Swine Flu pandemic of 2009-2010 (US annual hospitalizations 274,000; deaths 12,000)
tuberculosis pandemic (worldwide cases: 10 million; 1.6 million deaths), asymptomatic bacterial
infection
latest (3/23/20) CV19 (cases: 35,000; deaths: 461) [all numbers via CDC, usually exaggerated and/or
fraudulent],

Whereas fatalities for CV19 show a strong correlation with advanced age and other serious adverse medical
conditions,
Whereas a conventional medical cure — needing development to minimize minor side effects — for CV19 has
been demonstrated in a small French open-label study by Didier Raoult MD, PhD, et al, (with 100% success)
using the antimalarial drug hydroxychloroquine and the antibiotic azithromycin,
Whereas a preventive and remedial holistic regimen of vitamins C, A, D3, and iodine exists for CV19 as
recommended by board certified medical doctors [e.g. Dr. David Brownstein of West Bloomfield, Michigan,
drbrownstein.com],
Whereas state-mandated quarantines en masse of Michigan residents and ordinary businesses deprive millions
of individuals of the means for earning a living for themselves and providing for their children and loved ones
— leading to injury, harm, and death to 10s of thousands of Michigan residents,
Whereas deprivation of livelihood to millions of Michigan residents results in $billions of lost wealth and is no
longer available for public servants and services,
Whereas the constitutions of the United States and the State of Michigan clearly affirm American First
Principles of an individual's right to the peaceful pursuit and enjoyment of his or her life, liberty, and property
— subject to respecting the selfsame rights of others — pertinently to assemble, AND
Whereas mass sequestration and quarantine by dictatorial edict represents an outrageous violation of individual
rights and American First Principles, particularly the right to assemble and practice one's religion or other
beliefs, recreations, organized habits, opinions, and ceremonies,
Be it hereby enacted that all Michigan executive office decrees for mass sequestration and quarantine in
response to the CV19 public health issue are nullified and voided; this act further removes all fiat numerical
restrictions on gatherings, and directs public institutions to resume their normal hours and days of operation.
This bill upon passage shall have immediate effect.
[a] Dr. Paul Offit, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

